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ABSTRACT
STUDY OP ELLIPSOIDAL SYMMETRY RELATIONS 




The magnetoresistance of Germanium doped with from 
3.5x10*^ to 8,8x10*® As impurities cm"^ and 2,8x10*^ to 
1.7X101® Sb impurities cm"^ at 295#K, 77#K, and ^.2*K has 
been investigated. Equations for the conductivity tensor 
elements were obtained from the Boltzman equation for the 
case of ellipsoidal energy surfaces, a tensor relaxation 
time. Ferml-Dirac statistics and weak magnetic fields.
The conductivity was transformed from ellipsoidal coordinates 
to reciprocal lattice coordinates, and the resistivity tensor 
elements were calculated by an inversion of the conductivity. 
The usual *111> energy surface symmetry relations for the 
second order tensor elements were obtained. The Seitz 
coefficients were expressed in terms of the resistivity 
tensor elements. Finally, the second order resistivity 
tensor elements were related to the experimentally measured 
magnetoresistance for the case of samples with the current 
along a [110) direction, and the magnetic field along 0>Ol] , 
Clio], and plo] directions.
17 18Three Germanium samples doped with 7*9x10 , 3*5x10 ,
18 *a
and 9*8x10 As impurities cm and two Germanium samples
17 18 odoped with 2,8x10 and 1.65x10 Sb impurities cm"-5 were
cut from single crystal ingots such that the current was
along a £110] direction. The magnetoresistance as a function
of magnetic field from 1 to 20 kOe, and as a function of
angle between the current direction and magnetic field was a
measured on each of the samples. The equation
was used in evaluating the data at 29^ K and 77*& where a
and b are adjustable parameters obtained from a least-squares
fit to the data using an IBM-360 computer. The coefficients 
b were then used In the equations for the «111> symmetry 
relations. The results for all samples satisfied the ^111> 
symmetry relations to better than at both 2 9 5 and 77#K. 
The results for the symmetry relations at 77*K resolve 
previously reported disagreement between results of magneto­
resistance measurements on heavily doped n-Germanlum and the 
^111> symmetry relations.
For the magnetoresistance data as a function of 
magnetic field at 4.2* K the equation ^ typ b B ^  was
used where a, b, and c are positive adjustable parameters 
obtained by a least-squares fit to the data. The first term 
In the equation represents the negative anomalous magneto­
resistance observed In all samples measured In this Investi­
gation, and the second term represents the normal magneto­
resistance. When the b parameters were used In the equations 
for the symmetry relations, It was found that for the sample
with S^xlO1  ^As cm ^ Impurities the symmetry relations are
Ifl -3
satisfied to 4$, and for the sample with 3.5x10 As cm 
Impurities the symmetry relations are satisfied to 13#»
These results show that magnetoresistance measurements 
support the ^ 111> ellipsoidal energy surface model for
18Germanium heavily doped with Arsenic (greater than 3.5x10 
As cm ), In agreement with magnetic susceptibility meas­
urements .
Results on the Antimony doped samples and the 7*9xl01<^
-3
As cm sample showed an orientation dependent negative
xl
anomalous magnetoresistance with the anisotropy strongest 
for the magnetic field rotated In a plane perpendicular to 
the*110> current direction* Because of this anisotropy 
the data were not well represented by the previous equation, 
and no conclusions could be drawn concerning the symmetry 
relations. It is felt that the results given for the 
orientation dependence of the magnetoresistance will aid 
In obtaining a better representation of the negative 





Through measurements of the resistivity as a function 
of magnetic field one oan obtain information about the inter­
nal structure of metals and semiconductors. In the presence 
of an external magnetic field, Ohm's lav is written in 
terms of the conductivity as
The first term in this expansion Is the ordinary conductivity, 
the second term is the low-fleld Hall conductivity, and the 
third term is the low-field magnetoconductivity. For mat­
erials which crystallze in a cubic lattice structure (e.g. 
Germanium or Silicon) symmetry considerations allow only one
Measurements of these two quantities oan therefore give no
information on matters such as energy surfaces or scattering
anisotropies.
With the magnetooonduotlvlty, however, there are
three independent tensor elements allowed by cubic sym- 
1
metry, and one can therefore use magnetooonduotlvlty
in powers of the magnetic field
Independent element each
1
2measurements to obtain information about energy surface
and scattering anisotropies. Data on magnetoresistance*
which is the inverse of raagnetoconductivity* taken by
2
Pearson and Suhl showed that the energy surface of
lit 3
n-Germanium with 2x10 impurity atoms per cm was highly
anisotropic.
3 bAbeles and Meiboom and Shibuya independently
presented models for the conduction band of Germanium which
would account for the observed magnetoresistance data. In
these models it is assumed that surfaces of constant energy
in the conduction band of Germanium are a set of ellipsoids
of revolution oriented along the *111> direction in the
reciprocal lattice. Shibuya noted that certain relations
exist between the independent magnetoresistance tensor
elements which depend on the location of the energy surfaces
in the reciprocal lattice. These "symmetry relations" are
easily tested experimentally.
Not long after the above results were reported*
5 6Dresselhause* Kip and Kittel and Dexter* Zeiger and Lax
reported the results of cyclotron resonance experiments on 
Germanium. The results showed that the energy surfaces for 
n-Germanium were ellipsoids of revolution located on <111> 
axes* with an effective mass anisotropy of approximately 20.
When measurements were made on Germanium with fairly 
high impurity content discrepencies appeared between the 
magnetic susceptibility and magnetoresistance data. Mag­
netic susceptibility measurements gave results consistent
3with the ^ 111> energy model for Impurity concentrations up 
19to— 10 7 Impurity atoms per om and for temperatures ranging
ip
from 1,3 K to 300#K. Magnetoreslstanoe measurements,
however, gave results whloh were not In good agreement with
the *111> energy model for Impurity concentrations greater
17 3
than about 10 impurity atoms per cm*7 and for temperatures
0 P
below about 100 K. Goldberg and Howard reported results
which differed from the predicted symmetry relations by .about
lft15% for a sample with an Impurity concentration of 10 cm*7
at 77°K, while for a sample with an impurity concentration
1 *5 -3 ©
of 6x10 cm J at 77 K. they reported a difference of only 
1% from the predicted symmetry relations. As the impurity 
concentration of the Germanium Is Increased and as the 
temperature is lowered the dlscrepencles between these two 
experiments tend to Increase* Thus the magnetic susceptibil­
ity expetlfcent s., consistently support a *111’ energy band 
model for n-Germanlum while magnetoresistance experiments 
do not. Since a knowledge of the band structure of a material 
Is neoessary for a detailed understanding of Its behavior, it 
Is important that any disagreement between different types of 
experiments be resolved.and that a consistent description of 
the band structure be obtained.
It was for the purpose of resolving disagreement 
between the results of magnetoresistance and magnetio sus­
ceptibility measurements on heavily doped n-Germanlum that 
the present investigation was begun. The data obtained In 
this Investigation show the <111? symmetry relations to be
4satisfied at 30tfK and 77^  K for samples with impurity
17 19concentrations between 3x10 1 and 10 impurity atoms per 
cm^. Results at 4,2* K support the *111» symmetry relations 
for samples with impurity concentrations of approximately 
lO1  ^impurity atoms per cm^ when the negative anomalous
9
magnetoresistance previously reported by Sasaki and Roth 
10
et. al. is properly removed from the total magnetoresistance. 
Now the two sets of experiments give consistent results for 
the band structure of n-Germanium over a wide range of tem­
peratures and impurity concentrations.
The thesis is organized such that Chapter II develops 
the theory necessary for calculating the normal magnetoresist­
ance. Chapter III describes the experimental precedures and 
the preliminary data reduction. Chapter IV discusses the 
experimental results for the three temperatures used in 
the experiments (300* K, 77*K, and 4,2*K) and compares a 
least-squares fit to the data with the symmetry relations 
of the *111> energy surface model.
5CHAPTER II 
THEORY
Many authors give a detailed treatment of the theory 
of electron transport in solids.11”1^ The theoretical treatment 
In this paper assumes that the necessary transport phenomena 
are derivable from the Boltzman equation. It further assumes 
that the complex energy surfaces for the conduction hand of 
Germanium are descrlbable by the many-valley model of Herring 
that uses a tensor relaxation time to describe the electron 
scattering process. In the many-valley model, Herring assumes 
that the conduction band consists of a number of equivalent 
energy ellipsoids located symmetrically In k-spaoe. Section 
1 discusses the solution of the Boltzman transport equation 
for a single energy valley to obtain the distribution function 
for the eleotrons. Seotlon 2 details the derivation of the 
current density for one energy valley from the distribution 
function and Introduces the conductivity tensor through Ohm's 
law. Section 3 uses the assumption that the contributions 
from each of the equivalent energy valleys add, as with con­
ductors In parallel, to give the total conductivity for a 
material. Because experimentally, one deals with the resis­
tivity rather than the conductivity of a material, seotlon 4 
desoribes the oaloulatlon of the resistivity tensor from the 
conductivity tensor. Seotlon if also discusses some of the
6results of the theory*in particular the symmetry relations of 
the second order resistivity tensor elements are given. These 
symmetry relations will be tested experimentally in this work. 
Section 5 describes the relation of the second order resistiv­
ity tensor elements to the experimentally measured magnetore- 
sistanoe (the change in resistance of a sample as a factor of 
an applied magnetic field)•
The transport theory used in this paper is derived 
from the Boltzman transport equation. By assuming binary 
elastic collisionst and external fields sufficiently weak 
that the velocity acquired by the electrons between collisions 
is small compared to the thermal velocity, one oan develop
11
the transport equation in the absence of temperature gradients. 
Let k be the momentum of a particle at position r at time t.
Then the number of particles with momentum between k and k+dk, 
looated between r and r+dr is
wheref|£rtj is dlstrltoution function for particles. In 
the absence of collisions, these particles will fill a volume 
dk*dr' at time t+dt. As a first approximation the momenta 
and velocities of these particles are the same, giving
Because of collisions during the time dt a number of particles






b t d t d k d r
T * l c o t l
are forced into the volume dkdr. The total number of particles 
in the volume dkdr after a time dt is therefore
tt \ \ d i d r : t  dk(lr4M\ drdkdr.
If the left hand side of this equation is expanded in a Taylor 
series* the result is
coll (1)
For homogeneous materials r 0  * and ln the steady state 
■5r  =  0 - Under these conditions Eq* (1) becomes
n  * (2)coilk
In the presence of external electrio and magnetic
fields *
is = s  F  - %  (f+V'icS , (3)
- 71 ext H ~I ’
where q is the charge of the particle, V V, £ is the
group velocity of the particles ln the volume dkdr, E is the
electrio field, and B is the magnetic field. For collisions
which conserve energy or randomize the particle*s final
velocity, a relaxation time may be used to characterize the
11
collision term ln Eq. (1). That Is,
M )  = _ !I d A
3 r I co/i
8where fo is the equilibrium Ferml-Dlrac distribution function,
tQ - [7+ < * ^ e ') /< r r ]  \
C  is the total energy of the partlole, €  is the Fermi energy 
of the material, k is the Boltzman oondtant, T Is the absolute 
temperature, and the collision time T is a funotion only of 
energy. For the case of nonspherical energy surfaces the 
relaxation time ln general Is a tensor function of energy.
The relaxation-time tensor is diagonal when referred to





In addition, one defines a colllslon-frequency tensor 
such that
¥ Id = -4
If the electric field is assumed to be small so as to




t  ~  v*'o
where G is a function of the momentum only through the energy. 
With the help of Eq. (4), one oan write the collision term ln 
terms of a tensor V (tensor T ) as
9( f H » r  
(t H * , - * iv
* f0  J
or
M la e  <5>
i [-~ ® ) v * €




where V  T  — \7€ « Appendix A treats the tens
“  t \
^ r ( ^ e ae
with the result that Eq, (6) Is written as
- e E  % e+p [ \ € ) * B  (7>
Equation (7) Is treated further ln appendix A giving
f-eE+pex(G-'^€)-|'-6j-^erO. (8)
If the oenter of a particular energy valley Is taken 
as the origin of the coordinate system ln k-spaoe, then ln
the effective mass approximation the energy of an electron
17with the momentum k is '
e = i £ (  0 l +  i L  J l ) .  <9)
2  \ mx rnL m„ j
10
In Eq. (9) the 3 axis Is the symmetry axis and m^ and m,, are 
the effective masses perpendloular to and parallel to this 
axis. In vector notation Eq. (9) Is
€= Ijr & % (iw)
where g the Inverse of the effective mass tensor
i m i 0 0 \
j»: 0 0 (ion);
' 0 0 m j
Prom Eq. (9) or Eq. (10). It Is easily shown that
3 £ _  - T (in)
where and or that
^  W  y (1111)
allowing Eq. (8) to he written as
fe£+e(G W) x S+l/ Cj -0 . (12)
The bracketed terms ln Eq. (12) depend on the momentum k only 
through the energy €  and are therefore constant on a surface 
of constant energy, while the termV^, € continually changes 
direction. The only way Eq. (12) may be satisfied Is for the 
term ln brackets to vanish.
V ' G - 0  (13)
11
Multiplying Eq. (13) from the left by f  yields
€ + * ! / [ ( ? -*T'E W
Equation (l*f) Is solved for G ln appendix B by writing three 
component equations and solving them simultaneously. The 
result Is
Q - 4~ f  [EteBx[r-W 'E\+e*{riB)(EB)] (151)
with
A -  /* U5ii)s. <— '
and
5 a irniiW" <15ili)
Equation (151) is valid to first order ln eleotrlo field and 
to all orders In magnetic field. The total distribution 
funotlon, Eq, (*f), is
t--l Xf e + * H r •*'•£) exesft \€ i -  (l6>
Section 2 details the calculation of the current density from 
a power series expansion of Eq. (16) to second order in mag­
netic field,
2. The Conductivity Tensor 3  
Appendix C shows the contribution of the electrons 





with the number of conduction electrons per cubic centimeter 
ln energy valley
" ” |27r p/fd- ( i ? n )
In Eq. (171) and Eq. (1711) the Integration Is over one of 
the energy valleys. Using Eq. (16), Eq. (171) Is 
r-~2<?J:
+ c>2 ( 3 S ) ( f s ) ]  - V e  &  an (181)
b C  }
where the first term of Eq. (16) gives no contribution to
Eq. (181) since the Integrand Is odd and is Integrated over
/
symmetric limits. For weak magnetic fields the term^“ is
^ = [ / + P 2 i2-s)-sr/
'2l-e2\r}B)B+ ■ ■ ■ (18il>
It Is shorn ln appendix D that Eq. (1811) Is valid 
where f l is the mobility df the sample ln m2/volt sec and 
B is the applied magnetic field ln weber/m^. Using Eq. (1811) 
in Eq. (181) yields, to second order ln B,
j - f Vpf)rfe+egx|££-£■)
t r dk-  U9)
13
In component form Eq. (19) Is (where.repeated Indices are 
summed from 1 to 3)
5T " ‘®
^ % w M j  S  -1  m ^ }s i (20)
In vector form,Ohm's law is
in component form, with C f expanded in powers of the magnetic 
field,
J i M j ^ i j M j k M ) Ej  <21)
Equating like powers of the magnetic field in Eq. (20) and 
Eq. (21) yields expressions for the zeroth, first, and second 
order conductivityi
a‘j  " c? m i v bki J sf ae
dk > (221)
t ~ Tr “0 && dfn wi.




aij kt \ w f y rj ^  ■ <22iii)
The use of Eq. (Ill) and Eq. (15111) simplifies Eq. (22)i 
2 2
[ % kiki * (23l)lJ (2Tt)SmmfJJ ' * *
3+2
<5' "  Tj* t 6" ) I t "  - '»*“ >
w h e r e ^  — f/ (— 1) If the lndecles are an even (odd) permuta­
tion of 123 and zero otherwise.
For ease In evaluation, one transforms the above 
Intergrals to an Integration over a surface of constant 




d k - d s d k t ,
dk-z d s d €IV*e
k
where ds Is an element of surfaoe area. Equation (23) Is now 
expressed as
and *
* J »  ^  < 2 M U )
where
%  ■
Although the range of Integration In (24) Is zero to Infinity, 
there is no problem of overlap between energy valleys as dH e  
is quite sharply peaked.1 One now evaluates Eq. (24iv) for 
a surface of constant energy In one of the energy valleys.
The procedure is straightfoward, but long* and is detailed In 
appendix E. The result of the calculation is
% 5 -i-.- <2W )
To aid in further simplying Eq. (24), appendix F 
details the calculation of the number of conduction electrons 
per cubic centimeter In an energy valley. The result Is
w )  u 5 )u t O * $  r  / ri
where ^  is the Fermi Integral for the Fermi energy
e^kTjl* A--* - By Eq. (24v) and Eq. (25), equation (24) is
16
iSij U  Tj 4 % - n *  > <*>
J  J b J i
t i * -  * \ 1^ ‘ <27)
T  -2n&>> L . T S S , - , . .
^ Sj£ p T H ' W ' V  J ft
- 7- r JC \ dfe (28)
V ® */ ®<7 ) arj ^
Only certain combinations of the indices on Vifki 
give nonzero results. The various possibilities for the 
indices - are (a) two the same and the other two different,
(b) two pair of 'indices , (c) three the same and the fourth 
different, or (d) all the same. To see which combinations 
are possible one examines the quantity
H A ' T  &  4/
where no 'indices are summed over. It is dear that possi­
bilities (a), (o), and (d) give zero. The only combination 
of .indices which will give a nonzero result for C^y ^  j 
is case (b), two pairs of .indldes. The nonzero possibilities 
are
tyijj 1 tfjij’ fyjji ' (29)
In terms of Eq. (28), equation (29) becomes
<** n p i & w  T f
17
or




J K  a 6
SJ? 
*■ 0
In Eq. (32) 1^ 3, mj-n^-n^, “3*®/!»'f r ^ “ 7[ and
Is the Fermi integral.
The results obtained so far apply to a single energy 
valley of the material, and do not depend on the particular 
form of the energy dependence of %  . For the calculation 
of the next section it is necessary to assume that each element 
in I has the same energy dependence. That is
A 0 o\
0 rL 0 j • (33)
^ 0 0 v
X z t q  /
This simplification allows the tj 5 of equations (27), (30),
(31), and (32) to be taken outside the integrals, and the
18
integrals to be written in the form
} ( p ) = f a r i T^ )  -j f c n *  <*>
3. Transformation of @  to Crystal Coordinates 
To proceed with the calculations of the conductivity 
tensor elements for the crystal in terms of the ellipsoidal 
conductivity tensor elements of the previous section ( Eq. 
(26), (27), and (30-32) ), it is necessary to know the crystal 
structure of the material of Interest and to make an assump­
tion concerning the location of the energy valleys in the 
Brlllouln zone.
It is well known that Germanium crystallzes in the 
diamond structure, which has a face-centered cubic space 
lattice. The reciprocal lattice of this structure is a 
body-centered cubic lattice, with the first Brlllouln zone 
being a truncated octahedron. It is the reciprocal lattice 
which contains the crystal momemtum vectors. Because of 
the cubic structure, symmetry considerations drastically 
limit the total number of independent conductivity tensor 
elements. The zeroth and first-order conductivity tensors 
each have only one Independent element, while the second- 
order conductivity tensor has three Independent elements.
A brief discussion of the above material Is given in appendix
19
G where sample calculations and references are given. The 
result Is that it is only necessary to calculate tf,, , $23 • 
CjfjJ $tf$2 • *aA(Ji2t2* subscripts refer to a
crystal based coordinate system. All other elements are 
given by
d j j - C f i A j  (35)
$ j  k ~  $ 2 3 € i j  k °6>
and a,m it izjzkzi 
rt. , 0/122 it izjtkzi
,jlt I $22 it /=**;=< <*«**«* (37)
) otherwise
The energy valleys must be located so as to possess
18the same symmetry as the crystal. The three simplest
arrangements for the valleys are (a) six ellipsoids located
along <100> axes( (b) four or eight ellipsoids located along
4111> axes, or (c) 12 ellipsoids looated along ^ 110> axes.
It is assumed that case (b) describes the conduction band of
Germanium, while case (a) describes the conduction band of 
19Silicon. Case (b) is the basis for the following cal­
culations.
There are two possibilities for the yill> energy 
valleys of Germanium, eight ellipsoids looated at an arbi­
trary position along ylll> axes, or four ellipsoids located
20
along < 111> axes at the Brlllouln zone boundary* Plezoresist-
zone boundary picture. Figure la shows schematically the 
location of the four ellipsoids (eight half ..ellipsoids).
For calculating the contributions of the individual energy 
valleys to the total conductivity. one uses the mathematically 
equivalent representation shown In figure lb.
For cartesian coordinate systems a fourth rank tensor 
transforms as
where a^j Is the 1J element of the transformation matrix 
describing the rotation of the coordinate system In term of
the Buler singles. Appendix H gives the equations for ajj 
In terms of the Buler angles. Appendix I gives the particular 
alj for the ellipsoids of figure lb. Having calculated the 
transformation matrices, one can proceed to evaluate the 
conductivity tensor elements In reciprocal lattice space.
Analogous to Eq. (38) the transformed zeroth-order 
conductivity is
where the subscripts 1 and J refer to reciprocal lattice 
coordinates, the superscript p labels a particular ellipsoid, 
and the subscripts r and s refer to the coordinate axes of 
the pth ellipsoid. From Eq. (26) and Eq. (3^ ).
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where
r - -2 e2n§t>\
\at 3 ^ r j
n*number of conduction electrons per cm^ in each
ellipsoid. 
Equation (39) is now
A  £L (P) (P) y
li~ X ' V  °/'s  ^rs)
, - ^  %S!j'P)'P> Tr\
'j~ &  ir jr mr 'Ts\ >•»
With the aid of Eq. (35) this result further simplifies to
a. - %  6.. ( « d
"4 rt -c lit- <p> «  r i
" ~ (0)k i ^ pa,T «>]' (W11>
One evaluates Eq. (4111) by means of Table lt which Is con­
structed using the transformation matrix elements for each 
ellipsoid as listed In appendix I. The column heading £ 
Identifies the crystal axes for the two transformation elements
_rr
and the row heading T  identifies the ellipsoid axes for the 
elements. As an example( for r*2 and p*3 the contribution to 
is
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One obtains the result for i by adding the values In the 
rows marked t (total), and multiplying b y . The answer 
Is
c5/ = f c ) Z ' 0 ' ^ r
or i
~ml+3  Sf]-
From Eq* (40) this becomes





A - = ■=“- Y  (43)7//
Is the anisotropy parameter, and n is the number of conduction
electrons per cubic centimeter per valley.
The procedure for0'; • is the same as that for0[ .
U K tj
except that the table contains more rows since there are
three subscripts instead of two. Equations (27), (34) and
(36) are combined to give




* >  *  v v "  ■ («..»
One evaluates Eq. (44) "by means of Table 2 where the rows 
give the result of
m  p> (p) % % - 
V  ^ s a3 r > V ^  ersf
for a particular ellipsoid and a particular choice of r,s,t, 
As before the subscripts on £  identify the crystal axes 
labeling the a^'s and the superscripts on T Identify the 
ellipsoid axes labeling the a^'s. Adding the results In 
all rows marked t gives
i T  \ 2
(45)
For the second order conductivity one must calculate
the three tensor elements Ojhj *(fji22 * and Gy 212 * Becaus0 of 
Eq. (29) and Eq. (32) the equation tovOt: is
* * * * (fi (p) //» IJKl
(46)
rf - £  Itr/V A& (P) rf<P)aijkl ~ & \ k .aiT aj r  a*sa/s Orrss
*' 1. <P> Pi v n j n  1
+ t  <*iTaj s  akr <s ° r s r j
Substituting,, equations (30) t (31) t and (34) in Eq. (46) gives
a . - - V M B  / f  I J *  ? ? ? & * ■  I
r  ' l‘i * <p«v « «  I (47)L 1 4 (ft (Pi (P) (p) 1
+  V o l ' l l
rs />«t 1.7
where the summation is such that r^s. Table 3 shows the 
evaluation of Eq. (4?) in detail. The result for the three 
conductivity tensor elements, obtained by summing the rows
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(sO tfK b ””) f a n  f m
and, considering a column headed that Is Included to In­
sure that the full contribution toC^/p Is Included,
%I2T £1221)}
0,2,2 = » ^ V >  = <4221 (5W
n=number of oonduotlon electrons per cmJ per valley
•tffjj*Perml Integral (Eq. (F3))
2(3)-energy Integral (Eq. (3*0)
While the conductivity u Is the quantity easiest to
“ /
calculate theoretically, the resistivity p $ defined by^ ) - (J % 
Is the quantity easiest to measure experimentally. The next 
seotlon details the Inversion of the conductivity tensor 
elements (equations (**2), (**5)» end (**8-50)) to give the 
resistivity tensor elements to seoond order In magnetic field.
**. The Resistivity
a. Inversion of (£ to givep  
One can calculate the elements of the resistivity 
tensorp by Inverting the conductivity tensortf. It Is then
32
908811)10 to compare the elements with experiments through the 
equation
J  . (5D
The resistivity Is defined as the Inverse of the conductivity
P  - <f',
or
(52)
In component form Eq, (52) is
As In Eq. (16) the conductivity and resistivity of Eq, (53) 
are expanded In powers of the magnetic field.
where terms of order greater than (B2) are dropped. Equating 





P ( k  ~ 0 •
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(55111)
The second term in Eq. (551H) has been symmetrized with
14 22
respect to the magnetic field. ' For Eq. (55il) and 
Eq. (55iii) to hold for all values of field, the coefficients 
of the B*s must vanish. The result id
Pij PJkl^Pjjl^ jk 0 (561)
and
Pij %  ”> t 'Mjl (jkm’?j m%J rQj, m j^k' °' 156111
By equations (35-37) the solutions to Eq. (55i) and Eq. (56) 
as found in Appendix J are
PiH -  P i  fyk • (571)







P! 2 3 ~ ~  q ,
Appendix J further considers Eq. (57111)* The equations for 
the Independent resistivity tensor elements are
3k
p n *  k ''//










1212 ~ ’1221 l f f ~ T 2  rf3
P  - P
* 7;
All other elements are given by
Pik ~ pn
7/









if i-lpk-m or (59111)
0 otherwise
P. /iklm
By Eq* (59)» equation (51) Is In component form
Ei =?!% Jj  + PJ i j * Jj Bk *?jK(Jj Bk Bl ■
In Eq. (60) the last term Is not symmetrized slnce/p _ D
tjk( ~~ (ilk
from equations (58) and (59)* Ih vector notation Eq. (60) Is
(60)
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In considering this last equation, one notes that the first 
two terms are related to the definition of the ordinary 
conductivity and the Hall effect. The ordinary conductivity 
is defined by
£■»<£-/. (62)
The Hall effect is defined by
§ h - R J * B  (63)
where the Hall constant BH Is
i-R0 for electrons +Rq for holes.




<j q  ~ P n  (65)
and for electrons
(66>
Using equations (42), (45), and (48-50) for the conductivity 
tensor elements and equations (58), (65)« and (66) for the 
resistivity elements allows the resistivity tensor elements 
to be expressed in terms of the anisotropy ratio, energy in­
36
tegrals, carrier concentration* etc. The details of the 
calculation are In appendix K. The results arei
d° ~  I h t ) '*
S ’
O  _ zr&LllfL} , *1 *+?)
2
n - 2 Iren \2
<iin-TZQ [ao Ro\ K ( K + i r
p  J S & f
<JQ
I h $ »
[ 3^2)
and
o - J & b f l  











N*4n«number of conduction electrons per cm^
Kfw* > i^i 7a
/a-t = mL rn
and the other quantities are as previously defined.
b. The Anisotropy Ratio and Seitz Relation 
This section briefly discusses two final results 
related to the resistivity tensor elementsi (a) an expression 
for the anisotropy ratio K In terms of resistivity tensor 
elements* (b) a derivation of the Seitz relations.
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One obtains an expression for the anisotropy ratio K 
by rewriting and combining equations (69) and (70). Rewritten,
Eq. (69) is
B u l  M K + z f  -  I( f i j b f  h )  h )
2  l 2 K ¥ l j [ K - l f  0 ^  x i
Rewritten, Eq. (70) is
(72)
iHilVvWlf £14» \fU/ 19 £
[7122 CSq J u 2 K + l )  J  ~ <jq
Combining the rewritten equations gives
Q,.. iyf
(73)
-M l k Ik+zF - f  
2 [2Ki-/){K-lJ2 L v x *  a,





-  i l x - ' f  
\2K+/HK+2)
m )
K =  Km
% r
(75)
Using equations (7*0 and (75)» one can calculate Ky from 
experimentally obtained values ofyOy ^  ^ * ^ 0 * ^ 0  ' 4114
^ 77and thus can collect information concerning the type of
19electron scattering in the considered material. 7
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The Seitz relations originate from work of Seitz 
showing that for cubic crystals the current density may 
always be written as








Equation (76) may he Inverted to give
-  -P0 ^ + R n - * t i + PQ V >B2-  + c £l=t§)+tf7^ ]  (77)
where the constants may be calculated If one knows ^ (k) and 
• Many authors report their experimental results In terms 
of the oonstants of these two equations (76) and {77) • It Is 
easily shown that equation (64) In this paper Is a restatement 
of Eq. (77). The comparison of the constants In Eq. (64) and 
those In Eq. (77) follows. Comparing Eq. (64-66) with Eq. (77) 
gives
Fk = P -  —  (78)
0 »  Go
and
= Rh * q 3S (?9)








+ B. fjB] + d rJ-J. (81)
If the quantity is added to and subtracted from
the second term of Eq. (80), and If the quant 
Is added to and subtracted from the third term of Eq. (80), 
equation (80) Is
<82>
The first term of Eq.(82) Is
\ o ~ p - 2 p  \rj. (83)
llll 1122 I
where
I *  O  B ?  J
r - -
s?
Comparing coeffeolents of equations (82-83) and (81) gives
P0 b  '  PUX }
= 3 pi2 i2  - (84ll)
and
P0d = P HirPllX~2pl2l2• (84111 >
Equation (84) gives the constants used In Seitz equations In 
terms of the resistivity tensor elements used In this paper.
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o. The Symmetry relations 
The equations of section a for the resistivity tensor 
elements are derived under the assumption that the energy 
surfaces for the conduction band of Germanium are ellipsoids 
of revolution located on 4 111> axes In k space. Two Immediate 
results of the equations for the second order tensor elements 
Eq. (69-71) are
PjHI » 0 (851)
and
PH22 + 2pl2l2=  0 l8511)
Equations (85) are the magnetoreslstance symmetry relations
for «111> energy ellipsoids. For ellipsoidal energy surfaoes
located on other than <111> axes symmetry relations different
4
from Eq. (85) hold. For 4100> ellipsoids the symmetry re­
lations are
p m r ° ‘ p /i2 2 +2p iS i2 ~ °  - (86)
For 4110> ellipsoids the symmetry relation Is
2 % = p n22+2pw  (87)
For a single spherical energy band the symmetry relations are
P»22+ 2pl2l2~°-> Pllll* °- (88)
The symmetry relations given by Eq. (85-88) are Independent 
of the particular form of the energy dependence of the
relaxation time. and are dependent only on the validity of 
the relaxation time approximation for the oolllslon term in
be independent of the type or amount of any impurity added to 
the host material so long as the impurity does not warp the 
energy band structure In some fundamental way, A purpose of 
magnetoreslstance experiments is, thereforetto measure the
for relatively pure material in order to understand the basic 
band structure through equations (85-88). Further measurements 
on material doped with different types and amounts of impurities 
give information on possible modifications of energy band 
structure and information on the types of eleotron scattering 
through the anisotropy ratio.
5. The Relation of J?  to Experimental Parameters 
Section 5 discusses the relation of the independent 
second order resistivity tensor elements Eq. (58) to experi­
mentally measureable quantities. Furthert the section 
expresses the symmetry relations Eq. (85) and the equation 
for the anisotropy ratio Eq. (7*0 In terms of the experimental 
quantities.
The experimental quantities are voltages and currents 
measured in the presence or absence of a magnetic field. The 
quantities are related through the expanded form of Ohm's
25the Boltzman equation. The symmetry relations should also






where Eq, (59111) gives the form o f ^  and ky^ ly^ j. The 
subscripts 1,J, and k refer to the crystal coordinate system 
of figure 2. The 1 axis Is along the [looj crystalographlc 
directioni the 2 axis, along the [oioj crystalographlc direc­
tion i the 3 axis, along the [ool] crystalographlc direction.
To measure all three Independent second order resis­
tivity using only one sample, one must use a sample cut such 
that Its ourrent direction Is along a [no] crystalographlc 
direction as shown In figure 2, A constant current density 
of magnitude J Is set up along the long ([lloj ) direction of 
the sample between points c and d such that
Jr J2 z- > Js " °  t90)
An external magnetic field Is established along a [ooij , [lltj. 
or [lio] direction. The electric field Is then measured along 
the £ 11 o| direction between points a and b.
For no magnetio field, equation (89) Is
or
E <»>
where E Is the magnitude of the electric field between points 
a and b.
For measurement of the second order tensor elements,
26







j a r  _ A P  _  % ) - %
M hkl = - 75-  = -?3 P q  ^ (92)
where (h'k'l') gives the crystallographlc direction of the 
magnetic field, (hkl) gives the crystallographlc direction of 
the current,p(B) is the scalar resistivity for the magnetic 
field
(93)
A  Pwith E measured parallel to J, and the quantity=*r- Is definedPo
to be the magnet ores istance. To eliminate any error due to
possible misalignment of the voltage probe, one uses Eq. (93) 
In the form
-  2  h e )  'P u i r - i (94)
The use of Eq. (94) Insures that only the second order tensor 
elements are measured, since reversing the direction of the 
magnetic field changes the sign of the first order tensor 
elements.
Combining Eq. (91-94) yields
X2)
'4









Three different orientations of the magnetic field
are considered for Eq. (95)* (*) for B along the fool]
001
direction giving/U^ q  , (to) for B along the [llo] direction 
glvlng^y^, and (c) for B along the [lioj direction giving 
For case (a),
I/O
Br - B f O  B j = B
And
h  'Pit# ■
Therefore
E ^  — O  B ^ J
and Eq. (951) Is
OOl P n y o B ^
Mn o ~  i r 2^  (96)
'0
For case (to)v
and a j  p
c^. >n GuL ± l a  b j .~ b  j
El  - 2 % /  v T  7  /a? W  v r




E " (2 Pill j + p Pu22*Pj2i2\B 
d / /
^//O' A )  ( T Pllll+ ~2Pll22 + ^ 2/2]' (97}
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For case (c),
B/ - ~ B2 S" % ~  * b 3 * °
£f s 7 % v r + ? P m  y T  ~ P<S!2 W ~  
J2. I n ? J  J. > n rt B  3E2 ' I Pun y f  + 7 P m  ~Paa W
Therefore 
(?)£ h 1 n
~hPl)l * 2  Pl/2? I2I2I
and
..ho b2 , ,  „
Mtiss — ~r\ o“Aim+ "T"O -0 . (98)
.110 B  I /  I
!t o  =  p 0  ( 2  % +  J p ll22 - PIZI2 ) •
Equations (96-98) are easily solved for the tensor elements 
yielding
P1122 ~ ^  Mno > (991)
P/2/2 ~ lMl/0-MHo) (99ll)
£//// =  ^ i Mi l o i' Mi l o ' Mf i o )  ■ (99ill)
From Eq. (99) the symmetry relations for ^ 111> energy ellips­
oids are
..no^.jio ..001I/O IIO~ 110 (1001)
..110_ ,.001 ..I/O
MIIO ■ MIIO+MIIO ■ (10011)
k?
The anisot: ratio Is giTen by
_  2 ( K - > f
(2KH)(Kt 2) (101)
It is the magnetoreslstance elements, H, that one obtains from 
measuring the currents, magnetic fields, and voltages. One 
compares the results of experiments with the mathematical 
quantities of the theory through equations (99)* and checks 




Chapter III discusses the experimental work connected 
with the collection of the basic magnetoreslstance data that 
one uses to check the predictions of the theory Introduced In 
Chapter II. The first section of Chapter III describes the 
samples used In the experimental work and the preparation of 
these samples for experimentation. Section 2 describes the 
basic equlptaent' used in the experiment. Section 3 gives 
the method of calibrating this 'equipment , and the procedure 
for taking data. Section 4 describes the method one uses to 
calculate the total experimental magnetoreslstance from data 
gained through the procedure outlined In Section 3. Seotion 
4 also desorlbes the primary sources of experimental error 
and their incorporation into the preliminary calculations.
1. Samples and Sample Preparation
Five different samples with Impurity concentrations 
19 19between 3x10 r and 1x10 Impurity atoms per cublo centimeter 
are used in this investigation. The samples are out from 
five single crystal ingots of n-type Germanium} two doped 
with Antimony, three doped with Arsenic. The Antimony 
doped Ingots were obtained from W. D. Straub at NASA Electronics 
Researoh Center t the Arsenic doped samples were obtained from 
General Diode Corporation. For reasons discussed in Chapter 
II, one outs the samples such that the ourrent flows along a
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CLltfJ orystalographio direction, and such that the faoe of 
the sample Is perpendicular to an orystalographio
direction.
The sample Is cut In a three step process1! The 
Ingot Is first oriented by the Lance x-ray diffraction 
method** such that an [DolJ crystal axis is in the direction 
of the x-ray beam. The Ingot mount is then transfered to a 
diamond saw and an 0.5-1*0 mm thlok wafer Is cut perpendloular 
to the [004) dlreotion. A £3.10) direction Is located In the 
face of the wafer by Laue x-ray diffraction and 10.16x4.57 mm 
rectangles are out from the wafer with the long dimension 
along the £L1Q] dlreotion. The sample la then cut from the 
rectangle using an ultrasonic outter. After cutting, the 
sample is hand lapped using #5 abrasive powder and then 
etched in CF4. As a final step current and potential leads 
of 0,127 mm Gold wire doped with 0.6# Antimony (from Sigmund 
Cohn Corp.) are bonded to the sample by passing ad. o. our?' 
rent through the wire and the region of the sample where 
the contact is to be made. Using Antimony doped Gold wire 
ensures that nonrectifying contacts are made. The final 
sample, as shown In figure 3» is approximately 8.89xl.78x
0.86 mm thick with an approximately 2.04 mm spacing between 
the potential probes and Is oriented to within about ±2# of 
the desired orystalographlc directions.
*The sample preparation Is discussed in appendix M,











Since magnetoreslstance Is a second order effect, 
one must have stable equipment for accurate measurement. 
Figure 4*a shows the measurement circuit of the equipment.
The most orltlcal piece of equipment is the power 
supply which provides the constant current through the 
sample. In this experiment the power supply used is a 
Princeton Applied Research Voltage/Current Reference Source 
model TC-100.2BR. In the constant current mode this supply 
provides from 0 to 100 milllamp with an absolute accuracy 
of 0.02# of reading (or 200 millimicroamp, whichever is 
greater), a short term stability of 0,001#, and a resolution 
of 1 part in 10^.
A Kelthley model 150B microvolt ammeter is used to 
measure the voltage drop across the sample. This instrument 
measures from 0.3 microvolt full scale to 1000 millivolt 
full scale with a specified accuracy of 1# of full scale.
A Leeds and Northrop Speedomax G Strip Chart Recorder dis­
plays the output of the Kelthley, Between the Kelthley and 
the chart recorder is a black box. This black box converts 
the 0-1 volt output of the Kelthley to a 0-10 mV input for 
the chart recorder, provides compensating resistors to 
correct for scale inaccuracies, and includes a United 
Transformer Co. filter with a D C to 1 cycle bandpass to 
filter out noise.
Figure *tc Is the schematic for the voltage divider 
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reduced to 0-10 mV for the input of the recorder* The six 
trlmpot resistors are adjusted to compensate for small errors 
in the Kelthley as one switches from scale to soale* The 
resistors are adjusted so as to give a full soale reading 
on the chart recorder for a full scale input on the six most 
often used scales of the Kelthley.
To accurately measure small ohanges in voltage* a 
bucking box is Inserted between the sample and the Kelthley. 
Stable meroury batteries in the bucking box provide a voltage 
to oppose the initial voltage across the sample so that 
the Kelthley may be used on as sensitive a soale as desired 
to detect small voltage changes. Without the bucking box 
the small voltage ohanges would not be recorded significantly 
in comparison to the reoorded initial voltage.
Figure 4b is the schematic for the bucking box. Up 
to 25 mV is available as determined by the seven position 
rotory swltoh and the two ten-turn potentiometers. To 
minimize thermal emf's* critical parts of the clroult use 
untinned copper wire and speoial low thermal solder.
All interconnections use shielded wire with a single 
ground connection at the FAR power supply. For minimum 
noise the low side of the PAR output is also grounded. For 
example* with a sample Immersed in liquid Helium* and no 
direct ourrent flowing* the noise is typically a few tenths 
of a miorovolt.
The sample to be measured is attached to the end of 
a nonmagnetlo stainless steel sample rod which is mounted in
5k
a stainless steel liquid Helium research denari. The denari 
manufactured by Janis Besearoh Company, is shonn schematically 
in figure 5 between the polecaps of the electromagnet. The 
denar holds three liters of liquid Helium, with a boll off 
rate of about 1 inch per hour* The Helium level is measured 
using a 1/10 matt 22Qcarbon resistor and an ohmmeter, the 
resistance being approximately ?kQ nhen in the liquid* 
Electrloal access is through the top of the sample rod. 
Appendix N describes the preparation of the denar for liquid 
Helium transfer and the technique of liquid Helium transfer. 
The magnet used in this experiment is a twelve 
inch Magnlon Electromagnet with a 50 ampere power supply 
(Magnlon Inc., model HS-1050B) • The magnet has Armco pole 
caps tapered to a 5 inch diameter with a 1.5 inch air gap.
The magnet supplies up to 20 kOe as measured with an P. W.
Bell model BH-200 Hall probe taped to the center of one 
pole cap. The Hall probe is powered by a PAR model TC-602CR 
constant current power supply. The Hall voltage is measured 
with a Fairchild model 7000 digital voltmeter which has a 
resolution of ±0.1 mV corresponding to approximately ±10 Oe. 
Figure 6 is the schematic for a zero field offset adjustment 
box for the probe, and for the power supply and voltmeter 
connections.
 ^t Trmtwiiinifit calibration and Measurement Technique
a. Instrument Calibration 




























a Lindbck. Microvolt Source Model LE (Singer Co*, Metrics 
Division). Calibrations of the Kelthley-chart recorder 
were then made using a lQ standard resistor and the PAH in 
constant current mode. Over a period of several months the 
Kelthley-chart recorder calibration drifts by several 
tenths of a percent and consequently requires recalibration 
at the beginning of each series of experiments. After 
calibration the accuracy of the measured voltages* including 
nonllnearltles in the Kelthley and chart recorder, is 
estimated to be about of full scale.
The Hall probe was calibrated with an NMR Precision 
Gaussmeter (Magnlon Inc., Model G502) from 0-10 KOe, and 
with a rotating coil gaussmeter (Rawson Electrical Ins. Co., 
type 920 MCM) from 0-22 KOe. The final calibration curve 
for the Hall probe is estimated to be accurate to about 
50 Oe. A difference in field between the Hall probe 
location and the center of the air gap, whloh occurs 
because the Hall probe is attached to one pole face, is 




The measurement technique outlined in this section 
applies to the three temperatures used in these experiments, 
namely:, room temperature, liquid Nitrogen temperature (77#K), 
and liquid Helium temperature (4.2* K).
IA detailed outline of the measurement prooedure is 
in appendix 0.
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The sample is wired in place either horizontally or 
vertically at the end of the sample mount using a special 
low temperature solder1 •. The sample mount is placed in 
the resaarch dewar, and the magnetic field is aligned to 
within approximately - 0.3*of one of the four positions of 
figure 7 using the Hall effect* Measurements of the resis­
tivity voltage (V0) with no magnetic fieldt and the change 
in voltage as a function of magnetic field for the three 
distinct orientations of figure 7 allows one to calculate 
the three magnetoreslstance elements: measurements In
position (7a) or (7c) gives/t^^, measurements In position 
(7h) 1 ■a,lu* “easurements la position (7d) giveA^^ .
In order to make the measurements, one sets the current 
such that Vq is approximately 3111V,11 but suoh that the 
current is small enough that the power dissipated is no 
more than a few tenths of a milliwatt. One then bucks 
this voltage out and measures changes in the voltage as a 
function of applied magnetic field. In order to average 
out any Hail voltage present because of contact misalignment, 
one makes the measurements for forward and reverse magnetic 
field and then averages the results. In addition to measur­
ing the 4 (three distinct) orientations of figure 7» one 
also measures the change in voltage as a function of angle 
for a particular magnetic field. These measurements give
The solder (0.9(.52Bi+.32Fb+.l6Sn)+0.1Au) was ob­
tained from W. D. Straub of NASA Electronics Center* 
Cambridge, Mass*
V0 of this magnitude ensures that one., is operating 







(c )  (d)
Figure ?
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Information on the angular dependence of the magnetoreslstance.
The above series of measurements are made on each of 
the five samples at 300bK, 7?°K, and The total
magnetoresistanoe is calculated from the data as discussed in 
section 41 and results are compared with theory in Chapter IV.
4. Raw Data and Preliminary Data Reduction 
The raw data is extracted from the ohart recorder in 
a form which is convenient for computer analysis. The zero 
field and magnetoreslstance voltages from the chart paper 
can be easily recorded on a data sheet in the form of a 
certain number of divisions and the full scale voltage.
One then uses a simple computer program to calculate the 
average of the forward and reverse magnetoreslstance as a 
function of magnetlo field as given by the equation
£(no. dlv(+B)4no. dlv(-B))(full scale voltage) (102) 
ip (Vo dlv) (full scale voltage)
where the full scale voltages are in units of mV or)[£V. The 
same computer program is used to evaluate the orientation 
runs giving the total magnetoresistanoe as a function of 
angle at a set magnetic field.
There is always some noise on the chart recording of 
the magnetoreslstance voltages( typically more for the 77* K 
measurements than for the 30(f K or J*.2#K measurements* there­
fore there is some uncertainty as to the value of AV for a 
particular value of magnetlo field. An estimate of this 
error due to noise is made for each scale used and is re­
corded on the data sheet for each run. Then* when the
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magnetoreslstance is calculated by the computer» the noise 
error, and the system calibration and magnetlo field errors, 
are considered to give adjusted values ofaV/VQ for each 
value of field. The adjusted values are calculated from
the formula
AV ' * 1 ______________ 1 (
Vq . “T  QVq dlvfdlv errorJJ. full soale \ J2llv(+B)ldlv error)
+ rb.lv(-B)^dlv erro3?full scale
(103)
The computer prints the three sets of AV versus B for eaoh
vo
orientation of field In units of 10~^» since VQ Is alwdys 
In mllllvdlts and AV Is In microvolts.
In addition to the magnetoresistanoe measurements! 
one also takes data on the Hall effect at each temperature. 
Using the approximate equation for the Hall constant




n«no, of carriers per om 
e«charge on the electron,
the number of conduction electrons per cm^ for each temper­
ature Is calculated. From the definition of the Hall constant 




n«no. of carriers per om 
I-sample current In mA. 
B«magnetlc field In kOe 




t*sample thickness In mm*
In addition to calculating the number of carriers, one also 
calculates the resistivity and Hall mobility. The equations 
for these two quantities are
where
^■resistivity lnf)-om
V_»initial resistivity voltage In volts
I«sample current In Amps
w =sample width In cm
t ■sample thickness In cm
1 =length between resistivity probes In cm
Ro“Hall constant In cm-^ per coulomb 
^■resistivity In fj-cm
The results of these measurements for the five samples used


















































































In Chapter IV the experimental data Is compared with 
the ^ 111? symmetry relations. In section 1 the results at 
295*K and 77*K are discussed. In section 2 the negative 
magnetoreslstance Is Introduced, with particular emphasis 
on the separation of the normal and anomalous components of 
the total magnetoresistance. In section 3 the results of 
section 2 are applied to the 4-.2*K data, and the normal 
magnetoresistance Is compared with the symmetry rela-
tlons. Finally, section 4- gives a brief summary of the 
results of this Investigation and gives suggestions for 
future experiments.
1. Room Temperature and Liquid Nitrogen Measurements 
Magnetoreslstance measurements are made on three 
samples at 295* K and 77^  K. Two of the samples (GAP-21-2 
and NG-1-10-2 of table 4-) are doped with Antimony, the 
third sample (NG-1-19-1) Is doped with Arsenic. From 
It Is seen that the second order resistivity tensor elements 
go as '|xH. Therefore It Is convenient to display the 
magnetoreslstance measurements In the form o f .B , 
as given by the points In figure 8. The top sets of data 
points of figure 8 Is associated with the sample in position 
(b) of figure 7i corresponding to . With the exception 
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position 7a &nd the bottom set of data points Is for position
where a and b are determined by the method of least-squares 
using an IBM-360 computer. The print out from the computer
the method described In Section III-3-b. The values of a 
and b of equatlon(l08) are given In table 5*
It Is seen from figure 8 that there Is a large scatter 
In the low field data points for most of the samples. This 
Is partially due to the fact that for small fields the sig­
nal (typically 0.1-0.5/JV) Is only W&lghtly larger than the 
noise (typically 0*o6-0.1^tV). In addition, there are 
occasional problems caused by drifting of the bucked voltage 
at zero magnetic field. The effect of the drift appears In 
the value of a of Eq. (108). For a given set of runs, the 
smaller the drift the smaller the value of a. For example, 
for GAP-21-2 at 77°K the run with 1#/-B (center curve figure 
8) has the smallest drift and the run with l//BJ-Hall probes 
has the largest drift. From table 5 It Is seen that the run 
for l//BJLHall probes has a larger a value than the 1//B run.
The <111> symmetry relations are computed directly 
from the b values given in table 5* From Eq. (100) and 
Eq. (108) the symmetry relations are written In terms of
7d. To obtain a value for from each set of data, the 
data are fitted to the equation
b  * * p
(108)
give. .andfll
8 are drawn from + b . The
. The solid curves of figure 
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b.. =b for run with Bj. current direction and 
BtX direction of Hall probes (fig* 7b)
b,« =b for run with current direction and 
Bjl direction of Hall probes (fig. ?a)
b|t =b for run with B n current direction
Since bj.,j is the largest of the b*s for each run, it is seen 
that Eq. (109) is always satisfied. The results for Eq. 
(109iii) are best displayed in the form of a graph of
S^~T~E>±1 vs iraPurity concentration, 
as in figure 9* One sees that with the exception of the runs 
for GAP-21-2 at 295* K and NG-i-19-1 at 77*K, equation (109iii) 
is satisfied to within 2%. The results for GAP-21-2 at 77*K 
differ from the symmetry relation by about ^*5%* One can see 
from the curve for GAP-21-2 in figure 8 that part of the 
problem could be due to the computor fit to the data. It 























Impurity concentration (at295°K) (Xcm-3)
Figure 9
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With these values of b, equation (109iii) is satisfied to 
within 2.5%
For magnetoreslstance measurements at 295*K and 77*K 
the *111> energy surface symmetry relations are well satisfied 
for two type§ of impurity. It thus appears that even large 
amounts of Impurity atoms are not affecting the basic band 
structure of Germanium for temperatures down to 77#K.
2. Negative Magnetoreslstance
Magnetoreslstance data on high impurity n-Germanlum 
at k.2 K does not follow a B law as predloted by the theory 
of Chapter II. For impurity concentrations above a minimum 
value the magnetoreslstance is negative for low magnetic 
fields (typically for fields below 20 kOe), and becomes 
positive for higher values of magnetic field.
The negative magnetoreslstance depends on the type
of Impurity, the Impurity concentration, and the tempera- 
9,10.28ture. The absolute magnitude of the negative mag­
netoresi stance is larger for Antimony doped Germanium than 
for Arsenic doped Germanium. The maximum absolute value 
of the negative magnetoreslstance occurs at a lower concen­
tration for Antimony doped Germanium than for Arsenic doped 
Germanium as seen by the fact that for Antimony doped 
Germanium the maximum occurs for a sample with approximately 
7 xlO1  ^impurity atoms per cm^ while for Arsenic doped
^Negative magnetoreslstance is also observered in 
material other than n-Germanium( See reference 28.
21
Germanium the maximum occurs for a sample with approximately 
2x10 impurity atoms per cm-. The temperature dependence 
of negative magnetoresistance is such that at 77#K the nega­
tive component of the total magnetoresistance is not ob-
. 10,29 served.
It is believed that the negative magnetoresistance
of n-Germanium is caused by an as yet not well understood
30scattering mechanism. Therefore, to obtain information on 
the band structure of heavily doped n-Germanium from magne­
toresistance measurements one must remove the negative com­
ponent of the magnetoresistance from the total magnetoresis­
tance. Roth et. al.*^ report that for Arsenic doped Germa­
nium the total magnetoresistance is characterized by the 
phenomenological equation
-  -aBc+bB2n — ao  {110j
0
where a, b, and c are adjusted parameters obtained from a 
least-squares fit to the data. The first term in Eq. (110) 
describes the negative anomalous magnetoresistance which is 
reported to be orientation independent and strongly temper­
ature dependent.*0 The second term in Eq. (110) describes 
the normal magnetoresistance as given by the theory of 
Chapter II.
In section 3 equation (110) is used to remove the 
negative anomalous magnetoresistance from the 4.2* K 
measurements on the samples listed in table 4. The normal
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magnetoresistance can then be compared with the symmetry 
relations of the ^ 111^ energy surfaces.
3. Liquid Helium Temperature Measurements 
Magnetoresistance measurements were made at A,2#K 
on the five samples listed in table The data taken for 
these samples were fitted to Eq.(llO) by the method of 
least-squares, with the computor printout giving the values 
of B , and -aBC+bB2, Data were also taken for
t P -versus orientation of the magnetic field, at constant
Po
magnetic field, as a check on the orientation dependence of 
the magnetoresistance and was fitted to the equation
( f f i e * p ~ a + b c o s l 2 9 * c) -  (111)
Since the normal magnetoreslstance has a cos (20) orienta­
tion dependence, measurement of versus angle will give
an indication, in the form of a deviation from a cos (2 0) 
curve, of any orientation dependence due to anomalous 
magnetoreslstance. Sections a and b discuss the results 
of the measurements on Arsenic and Antimony doped samples 
respectively.
a. Arsenic Doped Germanium 
The three Arsenic samples are designated by 
NG-1-19-1. NG-1.5-18-2, and NG-3-17-**. Figures 10-12 
show the results of the calculations on magnetoreslstance 
data as a function of magnetic field taken for these three 
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for each of the three sample orientations and the solid 
curves are the resultant curves drawn form the calculated 
values of -aBc+bB2. The values of a, b, and c for the 
samples are given in table 6. Figures 13-15 show the results 
of data of the orientation dependent experiments. The solid 
curves in these figures are drawn from the least-squares 
fit to Eq. (111). The points are the experimental values.
For all figures typical error bars are shown if the error 
is large enough to be plotted on the graphs.
For the magnetic field dependent experiments, one 
sees that the least-squares fits are quite good for the 
three samples at high magnetic fields* but there is some 
deviation at low magnetic fields for samples NG-1.5-18-2 
and NG-3-17-**, with the results poorest for NG-3--17-1**
Since the negative anomalous effect is strongest at low 
fields* this deviation indicates that the total magneto­
resistance is not well described by Eq. (110) for these 
samples at 4.^K. The fact that Eq. (110) may not be 
entirely satisfactory for separating the normal and anom­
alous magnetoresistance is further supported by the data 
of table 6. For the anomalous magnetoresistance to be 
orientation independent as previously reported,10 the val­
ues for a for the different magnetic field orientations 
should be the same. This requirement is well satisfied for 
NG-1-19-1* but not well satisfied for either NG-1.5-18-2 
orNG-3-17-^» implying an orientation dependent anomalous 
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of an orientation dependent anomalous magnetoreslstance 
for samples NG-3-17-1 and NG-1*5-18-2, where the least- 
squares fit to the oos(2 0) function Is best for NG-1-19-1 
and not very good for NG-3-17-^* It Is unlikely that the 
departure from a cos(20) curve for NG-3-1?-^ Is caused by 
terms of higher order than (see discussion after Eq* (1811) 
in Chapter IX) as jKB for NG-1-19-1 under the experimental 
conditions reported in figure 13 Is 0.8 while jUB for 
NG-3—17—^  under the experimental conditions reported in
figure 15 is only 0.03* Thus any effects from terms of
2
order greater than B would appear In the curve for
NG-1-19-1 and not in the curve for NG-3-17-^*
In examining the term of Eq. (110), one expects
the term to represent the normal magnetoresistance quite
well for sample NG-1-19-11 however, because Eq. (110) is
not always satisfactorily representing the data, one does
2
not necessarily expect the B term to represent only the
normal magnetoreslstance of sample nG-3-17-*** Equation





One may thus say that the <llO symmetry relations are
19satisfied for a Germanium sample doped with-lO Arsenic 
impurities per cm^ (NG-1-19-1), are questionable for a
18 osample doped with— ^xlO Arsenic impurities per cm*'
(NG-1.5-18-2), and not satisfied for a sample doped with
82
•-no1® Arsenic Impurities per cap (NG-3-1?-^).
b. Antimony Doped Germanium
The two Antimony doped samples are designated by
GAP-21-2 and NG-1-18-2. Figures 16 and 1? show the results
of the calculations on the magnetoreslstance data as a
function of magnetic field, where the graphs are constructed
in the same manner as for figures 10-12, The values for
a, b, and c are given In table 7 and the results of the
orientation dependent experiments are displayed In figures
18-20, The orientation dependence of the anomalous
magnetoreslstance for both samples Is shown In figures
16 and 1?, showing that the result of the run with lAB«Hall
Is larger than the result of the run with 1«B at high
magnetic fields, but Is more negative at Intermediate
fields. This analysis Implies that the negative anomalous
contribution to the magnetoreslstance Is larger for the
magnetic field along the fflfl direction than for the field
along the direction. The orientation dependence of
the anomalous is further verified ty the values of a In
table 7, and the results In figures 18-20,
That the anomalous magnetoresistance for sample
NG-1-18-2 exhibits an orientation dependence Is not
unexpected after the discussion in section a on the Arsenic
doped samples. W. D, Straub Indicates that some differences
In the anomalous magnetoreslstance between Antimony and
29Arsenic doped Germanium is to be expected based on 
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concentration curves for Antimony and Arsenic doped 
31Germanium, differences between Antimony and Arsenic 
32tunnel dlodis, and some Incomplete magnetoreslstance 
data on Antimony doped Germanium,^ It is unexpected, 
however, that the difference between the Antimony and 
Arsenic doped Germanium samples Is as large as It Is,
As expected after the previous discussions, equation 
(109111) Is not well satisfied for the results of either 
NG-1-18-2 or GAP-21-2, For the results of sample NG-1-18-2, 
the left side of Eq. (109111) is
0.84,
while for sample GAP-21-2 the result is
0.63.
Neither result is sufficiently close to 1.0 for one to say 
that the measurements support the {113) symmetry relations.
4. Conclusion 
Magnetoreslstance measurements were made on Germanium 
samples heavily doped with Antimony or Arsenic. The purpose 
of the measurements was to investigate symmetry relations 
among the magnetoreslstance elements caused by the energy 
band structure. For 295#K and 77#K the <113^ symmetry 
relations are satisfied for samples doped with either 
Antimony or Arsenic, and with Impurity concentrations from 
2.8xl01 c^m"*,3 t6 lxlO1  ^crn^  . These results at 295°K and 77& 
resolve any discrepancies which may have existed previously 
in interpreting the magnetoreslstance data in terms of a 
set of <111) energy surfaces.
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oThe results of the measurements at 4.2 K on a
19Germanium sample doped with "-10 7 Arsenic Impurity atoms 
per cnr also satisfy the <111) symmetry relations when the 
negative anomalous magnetoreslstance Is removed from the 
total magnetoreslstance. Thus the Interpretation of the 
results of magnetoreslstance and magnetic susceptibility 
measurements are conslstant for Arsenic Impurity concen­
trations such that the Fermi energy Is well away from the 
conduction band edge (I.e., impurity concentrations around
1019 cnT 3).
The results of measurements at 4,2°K on the samples
with Impurity concentrations between 3x10*^ cm"3 and 
18 —3.5x10 cm ° are not as conclusive as the results on the 
sample with 10*9 Impurities per om*^ . For the sample doped 
with 3.5X101® Arsenio atoms per cnP the ^Lll> symmetry 
relations are only satisfied to 13$. It is felt that this 
dlscrepency Is caused primarily by Eq. (110) inadequately 
representing the anomalous magnetoreslstance as a function 
of magnetic field. Equation (110) was originally Introduced
to best characterize magnetoreslstance results on samples
18 3 10with greater than about 5x10 Impurity atoms per cm .
Thus the orientation anisotropies in the anomalous magne­
toreslstance which becomecapparent at Impurity concentrations 
below 5x10*® cnr3niay modify Eq. (110) somewhat.
The results obtained in this Investigation on the 
orientation dependence of the magnetoreslstance at 4.2 K 
for the Antimony doped samples and for the sample doped
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with 7,9xl01  ^Arsenic impurities per cm^ should be of value 
in future attempts to understand the anomalous magnetoreslst­
ance. With a better understanding of the magnetic field 
and orientation dependence of the anomalous magnetoreslst­
ance one will then be better able to tell if the bottom of 
the conduction band is distorted from the <L11) energy
ellipsoid model by the presence of Arsenic or Antimony
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(Al)
Appendix A. Evaluation of 
Let [G Then
Using Eq. (Al), equation (6) Is written
U*)
In Eq. (A2), terms containing products of E and }  are neglected 
as they are of order (E^ ), while terms of the type j^l^asO. 
Equation (A2) Is therefore written as
-e£-V4€ + J2 (V4^ x S  ■(\i)HV G)\£, U3)
Afnwhere the common factor •k Jt has been removed. This Is 
Eq. (7).
The factor Is expanded using a common vector
identity^*” to give
H \ € )  5x(Vs *\^f) (a4)
Since Q SG(€), , and 3lnce'Qk.xV.6 ^ 0,
dAi d€ d/Q a -
Eq. (A4) is rewritten as
96
V *?=(V *< rH V *e) H r<L^\€ J (as)
With the use of another vector Identity the third tern In 
EQ* (A5) Is expanded as
( \7 /J x [ |^ e )  -§§ ■
Using this result In (a5)» and again using gxb‘a«Of allows 
Eq. (A3) to be written as
- e E ^ e  + - j j f V e j x g - l e - ^ e  ] - {v-Gfye (a6>
The dot and cross products In the second term of Eq. (A6) 
may be Interchanged to give
[-«>£ * £s*|G.V*Vfee) -| v-Gj]-V^=o (a?)
This Is Eq. (8).
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Appendix B. Equation for G
Equation (l*t) Is
~-eT- E . ( B l )
In component form Eq. (Bl) Is
G if* Ti eijkGj WJ BK - ' - * TiEi ■
The three equations of Eq. (B2) are
ar * ri s* wj % - * r ,  G jW jB j-e Ty E, , 
- ^ 6 lW lBJ , G ^ e T 2 GJ W3 Bl = - e T2 E2  ,
*TS Glw/B2-*r3 % W*BI+ V  e T3 ‘
Let the determinant of the coefficients he given hyA»
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+eTiT2\%Ei B3 -**Tl^T3 W3 W }E<2B lB2
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^ £ 5 * ^ 8 / % )  3
or
6, -“- J - f(T■ E), * it (B*(t W-E)] t
re*[T($B)(E- B)]J (B6)
From Eq. (B6), the solution to Eq. (Bl) Is
0 =- -j-r- f g  + eBx(r W  E)+e*ifa B)(EB)J (B 7 )
whore
and
A - l  + **(£ §)-g
w  • V
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Appendix C. Expressions for J and n
For a particular energy valley, electrons with 
momentum between k and k+dk.will contribute an amount dJ 
to the total current density of the valley. From the 
definition of electric current density
where /7^jT4Q] Is the number of conduction electrons per unit 
volume of phase space per unit volume of momentum space 
with velocity V(Q and momentum between k and k+dk. The 
total current density for an energy valley Is therefore
(Cl)
where the Integral Is over a particular valley.
In the momentum range k to k+dk the number of 
conduction electrons Is
&  ~ n(k,Q)dkQ  . (C2)
Also, for electrons whose wave functions satisfy periodic 
boundary condition^ there are two allowed states In the
volume element of k space, o r a l l o w e d  states
i2 35 leTir
per unit volume of k space. Therefore,
#  -  3 9. dkf (°3)
(?W
where f is the distribution funotlon (the probability that 




Using Eq. (C*0 In Eq. (Cl) gives
integrating Eq. (C&) over cm energy valley gives
n * Jn fafyf k
where n is the number of conduction eleotrons per unit volume 
of coordinate space in a single energy valley.
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Appendix D. Benge of validity of Eq.(18ll)
Equation (1811) Is
± = [ i + * 3 [ U b ) $ J ~ ‘
3  /— f  '§ + ■ ■ • (Dl)
From the definition ofTJ, the second term In Eq. (Dl) Is
J m - R V B  = M t k  .
m^rr^ T mf m 3 r m / m p (d2)
The mobility Is given by
<?r
m  '
giving for Eq. (D2)
An-B) § = H'Uyf i-VL,U3B% +H,V2B2. (d3)
For an Isotropic energy valley, Equation (D3) is -
*2(U S-b  = ( u s /
and the expansion in Eq. (Dl) Is seen to be valid for
[flBf « «  /  (D*f)
For anisotropic energy valleys the result of summing Eq. (D3)
over all energy valleys Is to multiply Eq. (D**) by a factor
Ikwhich Is approximately unity. Therefore, the expansion
2
used in Eq. (Dl) will be valid for the case 1
where 2
//■sample mobility In m /volt seo 
Z3-applied magnetic field In weber/ar.
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Appendix E, Evaluation of equation (23) 
One can evaluate the integral
% ■//dS k, k.<j jj vke n (E1)
for a surface of constant energy in one valley as follows t 
With the origin of the coordinate system at the center of the
ellipsoid the energy is
(E2)
where the 3-axis is taken as the symmetry axis and ms and ml( 
are the effective masses perpendicular to and parallel to the 
symmetry axis. Figure 21" shows the ellipsoid* A consideration 
of Eq. (E2) and figure 21 yields the following relations!
and
(E31)
2  J  k2
*1 = + *2 (E3ii)
(E3U1)
-  (<'- &  J t f
(E3iv)










Also, from Eq. (E3iv)«
dS-fl  + j  2 dk3 k±d<fi
4  *.= &  W
T P ^ W ) F
dk3 * s
or
fdkj f  _  m Lk\-h2 
<■<**3 ' ~ 2 m/(e - Jilt}.)
2 M/i
Equation (E^ ) now becomeslwi \iyr; u h uouuiuQo ^ .
" ft (t - 2mtt /
g |j2 w / ( g : t *  V ?  j  [  a ^ j  ] ^ r f 0
where dk^ goes from -k^(0) to +k^(0) and ^  goes from 0 to27(» 
One obtains an expression forV/c^ as follows i
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Using Eq. (E31v) for gives
‘ ~ v j f ’
When Eq. (E5) and Eq. (E6) are substituted In Eq. (El) the 
result Is
^ - w j *
v f ¥ i
- f t  f t  J , % V
’ 0 - * M
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On the surface of the ellipsoid 
*, -H± CO^0




J cos0 sin<j) d(f> - q 
J0
for hj = 12 
and
fon,j*3 andy  = ^  .
For 1-d-l. equation (E?) becomes
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07*
For 1=J®2, equation (£7) beoomes
*30)
~ (E 9)
For 1®3*3» equation (E7) becomes
27V
v  -*>(bj
- - £ r
(iSklp
3 t l m„ \  ti1 '
=3 p m^ fr » „ e fim „  (EIO)





Appendix F. Evaluation of n
From Eq. (12) and appendix E
* 4 % * }
_ M s u  (toflsbiifrde
-C ? W
with the change of variableC"*^/r71 equation (FI) becomes
_ W m J ^ m p f K T p  ,,
W ?
where^(7^*y Is the Fermi Integral
T f t f n .
and €* Is the Ferml energy.
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Appendix G. The Bffect of Cubic Symmetry on
This appendix gives a brief outline of the discussion
on cubic symmetry in reference 1. The result; for the
Independent conductivity elements Is also given In an
38
article by Jones.
An observable, such as conductivity, must be invariant 
under a symmetry operation on the crystal. For Germanium, 
with a cubic structure, the conductivity tensor elements 
therefore, must be invariant under the following trans­
formations t
I. A rotation of about a crystallographlc axis
II. Botation through a plane of symmetry.
The original and transformed conductivity matrix elements 






dx„ ax^ cfdx.i dx. * x k ijk CG2)
and
(J" *   ^ Jfn c) Xo ^
P ~ d * j  d X j  d x k ijkl  (G3)
where xi , x9, x refer to the crystallographlc coordinates 
c 3
[IOqL fclQl IpOjl, and xlt x^ t x^ refer to the coordinates
/ / /
obtained from x^ , x2» x^ by application of transformations 
I and II. The particular transformations of I and II needed
are
1. Rotation o t * h  about the axis,
2. Rotation about the x2 axis.
3. Rotation of ^ 2  about the x^ axis,
Jf. Reflection through the x^x2 plane,
5. Reflection through the XgX^ P3-®*1®'
6. Reflection through the x^x1 plane.
As an example, the equation for the transformed coordinates 






- t o o  
. 0 0 I,
Equation (Gil-) Is Illustrated In figure 22,
As a result of the transformations one is Interested 
in two types of relationsi
1. equalities between the elements of the form
nmop~ i^jkt
2. a change of sign of the type
*mnop =  ~ tjkl (G'511')
which Implies that the element Is zero, 
and similar relations for the and ft . As an example 
of Eq, (G5i) consider ^ jjjj obtained by a rotation about 
















From Eq. (G3), equation (G6) is
& I I U  *  ( * $ ( *  O M i + O  ( > 2 2 2 2  ■




The result of applying the rotations and reflections is to 




Iv' jji 1 * j•JJ<
all other ft. . elements are zero and the elements within 
a given class are equal.
The number of Independent elements is further reduced
■4 39by the application of the Onsager Reciprocal Relation, '
which for the conductivity in the presence of a magnetic
field takes on the form
t i j i e )  ^ a j i ( - e ) -  (G8)
Expanding both sides of Eq (G8) in powers of magnetic field 
gives
(O)
<% * y  . V M
=<ji









One shotild note that in calculating tfj2l2 from tlie results 
of section II-2, the correct element will be obtained from
°I2I2 '"2(t,2l7+ ti22i <GU)
where and£/*>2/ are the results of the transformation
from ellipsoidal to crystal axis. The use of Eq. (Gil) is 
necessary to insure that the transformed^2/2=^//2”^/22/'
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Appendix H. Euler Angle Transformations
The discussion In this appendix Is based on the
21
discussion In Goldstein's Classical Mechanics.
The orystal coordinate system Is designated by
ixh
where the axes are along the major crystalographlo directionsi 
xi Is along flOOj , x2 Is along [pi Oj, Is along Q)Ol/.
The ellipsoid coordinate systems are designated by
0 i t e y f c U O
where x^ Is the symmetry axis of the ellipsoid. The Euler 
angles are defined In terms of three successive rotations
1) Rotate the xyz system of axes by an angle0 
clockwise about the z axis, call the resultant 
coordinate system£^ £
2) Rotate the Intermediate^/? £ system of axes 
by an anglelS clockwise about the £ axis, call 
the resultant coordinate system
£U£I
3) Rotate the£ TJ b system of axes by an angles 
about theC axis, oall the resultant coordinate
system x' XgXj
Figure2.3 Illustrates the rotations.
The transformation from the unprlmed coordinate 
system to the primed coordinate system is given by the 
transformation matrix £, where
a  * 4 *






1 = 5 *  
i ' = c  (
and
*'=#•!
In terms of the angles 4>AP. these matrices are^










I  cosyosft- co5« 5/n e«s//ty cotysin*  +  Cosecosps'tnf
-sin ytcos $ - c o s q  s m  p  cos f  -stn  ^ s / n f  r c o s *  cos y  c o s y
^ s/nosing -S/n® cosy
The inverse transformation, to allow one to transform 
from ellipsoidal to crystal coordinates, is
S - i ' - J s ' (HI)
where
D = l-sin<p
Q *  sinUf
s t a y  s m  ©
cosy Si no
X18
Coifcotf -S*n^co$A- Sir) 6 sin ♦
"Cold Sin V -Cose->in<J> tos^
^  ~ l  CoS\f/sin<p - S i n t / $ i n $  - S i n e r o S ^ i’hQo$0cas+SinY +cos©cos4>cosv») J ^  ^
6m6&in\|F sine cosy c.osp

















In Eq. (H3) the first subscript refers to the crystal axes 
and the second subscript refers to the ellipsoidal axes.
In Appendix I the aj_j of Eq. (H3) are calculated for each of 
the four energy ellipsoids of Germanium.
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Appendix I. Calculation of a ^  for the energy ellipsoids
For the calculation of the a ^  the energy ellipsoids 
are drawn as in figure lb. The four ellipsoids are redrawn 
in figure 2k which shows the rotation angles and the coordinate 
axes. From figure 23 one sees that for the 2*3'3 axes to be 
coplaner one must have ^  *0.
For ellipsoid I (figure ;&a)
-0 -angle between fool] and 011] 
0 -angle between [ IOO] and {flO]
co? 6 =C00l] D/ll =-\/T
Y 5  3
s in*-VF
in(j) ~V?
c o s -/
sinty = 0
For ellipsoid II (figure 2^b)
9 -angle between fjOOff an d fjllj 
$ -angle between £lOOj and [7 J o ]
ccsQ* £jooil Il l O -n/T
VI VJ
s in ® ~ v ?
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*
Ellipsoid I Ellipsoid I I
-+-z






COS0* Gooj Qjg)^ _ y x  {J2)
sin<f) = - V T
COS = /
-0
For ellipsoid III {figure 2^o)
. 9-an g le  between &>oQand [j t /]
0 =angle be t we en  Cloo]and p  To] 
cos 6 -  Loop • D j  0  -  *yj-
s,n 0 (i 3;
c o s 0  - p o o ]  D  To7,
V2 
s/w0 =. - " ^ F  
cosj^ - / 
s/n^ = 0
For ellipsoid IV (figure 2^  d)
9 -angle between fooi] a n d p T j ]
0 wangle between poo] and [ (to]
cos6 -  Cooi] -lirfl '
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cos0 = [to o ] ■ f r /o ]  , / T  ( 1 4 )
V J  " V  2
sin 0  « V J "
c o s \ft-  I  
sin \ff O
The for each ellipsoid are calculated by using Eq. (11-14) 
In Eq. (H3). The results are given In table 8.
8 ®T<WL
<2/0 9/tA (?/0 9/Ty^ <2/u <2/0 9 / 1 A
C.C^
(2) 9/TA- (2) 9/ft, (2) 9/T A. (2) 9/T A.
(°) 9/T/V- (0) 9/T/l (0) 9/r/L (0) 9/TA TC»
(£/C> 9/iA (2AT) 9/T^ . (2A) 9/t/l (2y\j 9/T/L CZf
(I) 9/T^ . (T) 9/XJl (T-) 9/Tft. (T-) 9/Tft. 22,
(CJ) 9/1^ . <£/\r) 9/T A (i/c) 9/T/L <£ft} 9/T/L T2«
(2/\J 9/T A (2/\r) 9/tA <SA=-) 9/T/l < 2ft) 9/T/L CT,
(T-) 9/TA (T) 9/T ft (T) 9/TA- (T-) 9/T/L 3 T«
<CA) 9/jlA ..1£A 9/i A ( C M  9/T A- TT,JtobqttxS
tzx
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Appendix J. Solution for p  In terms of 
Equations (551) and (56) are
Pij&jk ~ § k  1 (J1)
Pifikl+Pijfik*0- <«)
and
Pf'lkim* 2 ^ y t^ jk m ^ m ^ y ^ j im ^ k  = 0 ' ( ,3 )
By Eq. (35)» the solution to Eq* (Jl) Is
P,j fyk^ ll * §k•J
or
Pit. =' >k (jn jk






By Eq. (36) and Eq. (J4), equation (J2) Is
Pin 6Jk<4i = ~  0 ^ 5 * 1 ^ 2 3  =  "9 * <
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where
P>z% s ~  r t P  ' (J8)
By Eq. (J6) and Eq. (J7)» equation (J3) is
wm T  fiiifilttyiifi*m
+Pl23£ijm 6,2i ejk() J
"~ch (*iklm + T  q?3 (€'J' €ikm
+  £ j j m ejkl) U9)
The expression In the parenthasls of Eq. (J9) Is the same 
form as the one In the equation for Of (Eq» (28)). The 
only nonzero Independent p  • ^  m  are therefore0//// *P/t22 *
@1212 * axiAP f 2 2 /* 1116 9Vmtl0iaa for th6SO four «l«“«nts
are, from Eq. (J9)»
P M ’ - g r -ui!
PII22 =  ~  + T  (€lj^jl2+eij2€jl2)
= "  7  (~2€ij2 eiji)'// un
or
A /a, = - - ? / / # _  6 ^ 3







Appendix K, Expressions for resistivity tensor elements
By Eq. (65) and (66) equations (58) are rewritten as
rt - rf =—  s —  (.</)
1  °° P 0 Pi,
* 2n c ^ )0, „  <3.R,





8 nc Th _ — &0
T  F(jf) mu '  io)L2K*l) 
From ^  (4 5 ) a n d ( K 5 j ^  (s .
(KJi)
and 2 2
(j ~ - r t 2a  (KJiii)





From Eq.(48) {KSt)and Q<f)} Eq. (K3i) Is
^  K(K+2) | 0)
r*/;
or
P ~ -4rl^ Rnf b ^ >  bKt'XK-f.
pm  S % \ ° 0 R0) K(K^




* V * * * > * >
of
p -(thfhf j i t t i M  %&£--/
P/122 -  ( | j  j  K[K+2) ( K $
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From Fq. (50^(K$} and ( K7)> Eq. (K3is) is
or





h)fs> (2 f ' l  
^ 3  k L k + J
(KIO)
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Appendix L. Laue x-ray diffraction
The discussion In this appendix presupposes some 
knowledge of the Laue hack reflection technique as given
net and a Stereographlc net such as those found In the
The procedure that was used to orient a specific 
crystal Is as followsi
1. Mount the crystal on the goniometer such that the 
face of the crystal Is even with the center line of the 
gomlometer.
2. Take an x-ray picture with a crystal to film 
distance of 3 cm. For the Polaroid Type 57 film an exposure 
of about 15 minutes Is needed with a 20 kV beam.
3* A spot at the Intersection of several zones* such 
as the circled spot In figure 25a Is located and brought to 
the center of the film by calculating the rotation angles 
about the horizontal and vertical goniometer axes. It Is 
necessary to remember that the normal to a crystal plane 
Is half way between the beam axis and the x-ray spot and
vertical axes.
4-. The result of rotating the circled spot of figure 
25a Is shown In figure 25b* with a crystal to film distance 
of 5 cm. The spots are seen to posses 3-fold symmetry
Ilq
in Chapter 8 of the book by Cullity and the manuel by 
Wood. The x-ray pictures are analysed using a Grenlnger
manual by Wood.
thus the goniometer Is rotated























Implying a <111> axis.
5* The rest of the analysis is based on the result 
of figure 25b Identifying a *111> spot. For a *110> or 
^100> spot the analysis is similar.
6. The spots of figure 25a are traced on acetate, 
the acetate Is turned over to correspond to viewing the 
tracing from the x-ray source, and the coordinates of the 
pdles corresponding to each spot are read off using the 
Greninger net,
7. The poles are plotted on another piece of acetate 
using the Stereographic net. Note that the net must be 
oriented with its equator vertical as the Greninger net
has meridians running from left to right.
If the original picture was taken with the "beam" 
axis of the goniometer other them parrallel to the beam 
follow step 8, otherwise go to step 9*
8. Since the picture of figure 25a was taken with 
the beam axis rotated l£ from the beam a rotation of the
poles of -16 must be made.
a. Place the tracing of the poles over the
stereographic net ( with the equatbr horizontal) and rotate 
all spots 16* from East to West about the North- South axis 
where North is defined as the top of the x-ray film.
b. The results of rotating the poles is shown
in figure 25 c.
9. The two prominate zones marked A and B are drawn 
by rotating the acetate about its center until all the 
spots of the zone fall along a common great circle line
1'33
of the stereographic net and the great circle line traced In.
10. The zone axes, points A and Bf are drawn in 90°
from the zone lines.
11. The angle between the zone axes A and B is 60*, 
while the angle between the known £1117 spot and both
A and B is 90*.
12. From a table of angles between planes in a cubic 
system**^ , this identifies both A and B as (110) zones and 
points.
13. From a standard projection for a cubic system,
it is seen that the [100J lies along the zone which is
nearest the two £1107 zone axis points of figure 25c.
lb, The 0-001 is therefore drawn in at 5^*5* from the 
£1117 spot as shown in figure 25c.
15. The rotations to bring the Cl001 to the center 
are found byi
a. Aligning the stereographic net so that its 
vertical meridian is along the EW axis of the projection of 
the poles (figure 25c).
b. Rotate the poles along lines of latitude 
until the ClOOj pole is on the vertical meridian and note 
the angle of rotation.
c. Shift the stereographic net so that its vertical 
meridian is along the NS axis of the projection of the poles.
d. Rotate the transformed poles along lines of 
latitude to bring the £1007 pole to the center ahd note 
the angle.
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16. For figure 25 c the desired rotations to bring
0
the [100J pole to the oenter are 30 abdut the EW axis frdm 
N to S, and 15° about the NS axis from W to E. These 
rotations are set on the goniometer and the picture shown 
In figure 25 d taken from 5 cm.
17. The picture Is seen to posses the desired 4-fold
symmetry.
18. For a more accurate alignment of the crystal 
further rotations of the goniometer may be calculated byi
a. locating the center of the film with the aid 
of the centering dots on the film,
b. locating the £l00j by drawing connecting 
lines through the x-ray spots, and
c. calculating half the angle from the (100j 
to the vertical and horizontal axes.
Once a known spot Is found on an x-ray picture as described
In step 3* any other spot may be found by a procedure
similar to that of steps 4 through 15. If the spot 
found from step 3 gives approximately the desired crystal 
orientation, the spot may be carefully centered by the 
method of step 18. By using a crystal to film distance of 
5 to 6 cm an accuracy of about 1# may be obtained 
In aligning the crystal.
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Appendix M. Sample Preparation
The oriented Germanium samples are prepared in a 
mbit1step process Involving x-ray orientaion, cutting, 
surface treatment, and lead attachment. The steps in the 
sample preparation arei
1. The crystal Is mounted as described In appendix L on a 
ceramic or glass substrate (so as not to damage the diamond 
saw) using melted standard paper testing wax (Dennison, 
type l^A). A strong bond is formed, and the wax will not 
damage the saw.
2. The crystal is aligned using x-ray diffraction such that 
the desired crystallographlc axis is along the x-ray beam 
direction as described in appendix L.
3. The goniometer is removed from the x-ray machine and 
mounted in the diamond saw with the saw blade perpendicular 
to the base of the goniometer.
4. A wafer of the desired thickness is then cut from the 
crystal ( approximately 0.9 mm). The blade used is a Norton 
6x0.025-D240-N100M 1/8 and the blade is lubricated during 
cutting with a solution of 5# Norton Wheel-mate coolant 
XLC37 and water.
5. After the wafer is cut it is removed from the ceramic 
block by remeltlng the wax and it is cleaned with Acetone.
6. The wafer is mounted on the end of an aluminum rod with 
parrifln and the desired crystallographlc direction for the 
current is located in the face of the wafer. The wafer is 
rotated until the desired current direction is horizontal
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and the direction is marked on the face of the wafer by 
drawing a line parallel to the base of the goniometer. The 
crystal Is then removed from the Aluminium rod.
7* The wafer is now mounted on a ceramic block using the 
paper testing wax and sample reotangles of the desired size 
are cut with the diamond saw (9.65 mmx*f.06 mm).
8. After the samples are outf the ceramic block Is trans- 
fered to the ultrasonic cutter (Raytheon Ultrasonic Impact 
Cutter Model 2-332) and the samples are out using a bridge 
cutter.
9. The sample is next removed from the ceramic block and 
the paper testing wax Is removed with Acetone.
10. The sample is hand lapped using #5 Aluminium Oxide 
abrasive powder suspended In heavy mineral oil and etched 
using CP*t made from 25cc conc. nitric acid, 15cc glacial 
acetic acid, 15 cc hydroflurlc acid, and a few drops of 
Bromine. One should obey proper procedures for handellng 
the chemicals,
11. After etching the sample Is ready for leads to be 
attached.
12. Current and voltage leads of Sb doped Au wire are 
bonded to the sample. The area near where the wire Is to 
be attached Is mounted In the clip on the bonding machine.
A short piece of Au wire Is held against the sample with 
tweezers mounted in a mlcromanlpulator. A d. c. current 
(~3 Amp at 10 volt) Is passed through the wire and sample 
thus melting the wire and forming an alloyed contact.
13?
13# After current, resistivity, and Hall leads are attached 
to the sample, the sample Is ready to he mounted on the sample 
holder.
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N, Preparation of Dewar for LHe Transfer and Technique 
of Transfer
This appendix describes the general procedure which 
Is followed in preparing the dewar for an experiment. One 
should be particularly careful in preparing the dewar for 
a LHe experiment.
1. The vacuum Jacket Is evacuated to a pressure of 15 microns 
of less.
2. For LHe experiments the Helium well is also evacuated 
and then filled with dry Helium gas and sealed.
3. After the vacuum Jacket is evacuated, the vacuum valve 
Is closed and the liquid Nitrogen well filled.
5. For experiments at 77#K liquid Nitrogen is poured Into
o
the Helium well. For experiments at 4.2 K the dewar is 
allowed to cool for some time and Helium gas is periodically 
admitted into the Helium well. Liquid Helium can then be 
transfered as described in the steps that follow.
6. Before the start of a series of LHe transfers the Helium 
transfer tube is evacuated.
7. Immediately before transferring LHe, the level of the 
LHe In the storage dewar is measured with the 22 Q, carbon 
resistor. With an Ohm meter on a xlO soale a sharp Jump 
in resistance from about 70-75 Q  will be noticed as the 
resistor passes from Just above to Just below the LHe,
8. The storage dewar is positioned so that the transfer 
tube reaches from the Helium fill tube to the storage 
dewar and the storage dewar is raised to the proper 
height. The transfer tube Is purged with Helium gas,
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and Is slowly lowered Into the storage dewar while the 
research dewar end of the tube Is left free. The cap Is 
removed from the Helium pump arm at this time.
9. The Helium gas line Is attached to the transfer tube and 
Helium gas at about 1 psl Is admitted Into the storage dewar.
10. When cold gas begins to come out of the transfer tube, 
the storage dewar Is lowered until the transfer tube rests 
on the bottom of the Helium well.
11. The level of the Helium Is monitored with the Helium 
level Indicator. When the desired amount of liquid has 
been transferred the storage dewar Is raised and simultane­
ously the pressure in the storage dewar is slowly released.
12. The level of the Helium remaining in the storage 
dewar Is measured and recorded.
13. If the sample rod was not Inserted before step,2, it Is 
now inserted after first preoooling it in liquid Nitrogen. 
l*f. The Helium pump arm cap Is replaced, one of the Helium 
vent tubes Is sealed, and the remaining vent tube is fitted 
with a curved piece of rubber hose to allow excess pressure 
to escape.
15. The dewar Is ready for an experiment.
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Appendix 0. Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure begins with wiring the 
sample holder.
1. The sample Is taped to the sample mount using adhesive 
backed Teflon tape with the ourrent axis of the sample 
either perpendicular to or parallel to the sample holder 
axis.
2. The sample leads are soldered to the wires at the end 
of the sample holder using a soldering Iron that Is just 
hot enough to melt the low temperature solder. An untlnned 
tip must be used on the Iron.
3. After checking the leads for continuity* one places the 
sample holder In the dewar and clamps It In place,
4. The dewar Is placed In the air gap of the magnet and
Is positioned such that the magnet can be rotated through
180®.
5. The resistivity cable Is connected to the bucking box
and a current set on the PAR to give a Vq of about 2 to 3 ®V.
6. The Hall cable Is now connected to the bucking box and 
the zero field voltage Is bucked to give a reading on a 
low H  -volt scale.
7. A magnetic field of approximately 10 kOe is applied 
and the magnet Is rotated about 60* away from the Hall 
maximum.
8. The angle Is written on the chart reoorder beside the 
Hall vlotage reading and the magnet Is then rotated past 
the Hall maximum until the same voltage as recorded In the 
first part of this step Is measured. The angle for the
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voltage Is written down.
9. The Hall maximum occurs at the average of the two angles 
found In step 8.
Having oriented the sample with respect to the magnetic 
fieldi one can make magnetoreslstanoe measurements as 
described In the following stepsi
10* With the resistivity cable reattached, the:voltage for 
zero current Is recorded and Vq Is recorded along with 
the scale factor.
11. Vo Is bucked out to give a reading on a low ^-volt 
scale and the voltage for B*0 Is recorded.
12. Without turning off the chart drive, a value of magnetic 
field Is set, left on long enough to give a good reading on 
the chart recorder, and then the value of the magnetic 
field Is Increased.
13* After three or four field points are recorded the 
magnetic field Is returned to zero and the zero field 
voltage Is records: d. The data are later analysed by 
drawing a line through the two zero field recordings and 
then drawing parallel lines through the recordings for 
the values of field. This procedure allows one to take 
any bucking box drift Into account.
14. Steps 12 and 13 are repeated for a sufficient number
of magnetic field values.
15. The direction of the magnetic field Is reversed and
steps 12 to 15 are repeated.
16. Sample number, orientation, current,and temperature
14-2
are written on the chart paper at the beginning of a run. 
The full scale value, field direction,and Hall probe 
voltage are written on the chart for each serlfes of 
magnetoreslstance data points.
